
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 

GREEN MOUNTAIN WATER AND SANITATION DISTRICT 

June 29, 2021 

A Special Meeting of the Board of Directors (the "Board") of the Green Mountain Water and 
Sanitation District, (the "District") was held at 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday, June 29, 20201. 

This document is an edited version of the audio recording of the District Board meeting. The 
audio recording shall be the official record of the District Board meeting proceedings. Such 
audio recording is available on the District's website. 

Attendance: A special meeting of the District was scheduled in compliance with the 
laws of the State of Colorado, with the following directors in 
attendance: 

Adrienne L. Hanagan, President 
Jeff A. Baker, Vice President 
Alex Plotkin, Secretary 
Karen Morgan, Treasurer 
Rhonda Peters, Director - Virtual Attendance 

Also present were: 

Greg Kropkowski, District Manager 
Sam R. McKay, 
Jesse Davenport, 
Dillon Woods, Coaty Marchant Woods P.C. 
Alex Carlson, Centennial Consulting Group, 

Brenda Bronson 
Rita 
Kathleen 
Angie Baker 
Imara 
Kathe Odenweller 
John Henderson 
Number ending in 9302 
Number ending in 1558 
Angie Baker 
Thomas Quinn 
Lynn Judson 
Jjblk 
iPhone 



Call to Order / 
Declaration of 
Quorum: 

Reading of the 
Agenda 

Directors & 
Disclosure Matters: 

Director Hanagan, noting the presence of a quorum of all Directors, 
called to order the Special Meeting of the Board of the Green Mountain 
Water and Sanitation District at 6:00 p.m. 

Director Hanagan read the agenda to the Board. 

No further disclosures were noted 

Approval of/Deletions Director Baker requested the addition of an executive session. 
from the Agenda: 

Public Comment: 

Director Hanagan asked Mr. Woods if  executive session was necessary, 
and he replied that the topics on the Agenda would not require 
executive session. 

Director Plotkin asked if it was acceptable to discuss the ongoing Big 
Sky litigation. 

Mr. Woods clarified that this would not be a problem and could be 
included under item j. as other business. 

Brenda Bronson disclosed that she was on the recall committee. She 
addressed Mr. Woods to describe what has occurred with prior counsel 
to ensure that it did not happen again. She described a scenario that the 
Board attempted to fire the legal counsel and then entered into an 
executive session that she felt was illegal given the topics that were 
discussed in the session. She further warned Mr. Woods that the Board 
would attempt to cut his pay and haggle hours. She quoted a section of 
state statute that requires the secretary should be taking meeting 
minutes at each of the meetings. She was alarmed that the meeting 
minutes have not been published since February. She believes that the 
Board violates open meeting laws and warns the new counsel that they 
will continually argue with him. 

Rita Bertoli described that she has been fighting government corruption 
for decades. She expressed concern that the Board has forgotten who 
they work for. She noted to Mr. Woods that she is concerned about the 
number of executive sessions that are requested by the Board and 
reiterated Director Plotkin's attempt to fire the previous counsel. She 
further asked that he make sure that no agenda items are added to the 
agenda after it is posted. She directed Mr. Woods attention to the 
lawsuit that was filed against certain directors that had a meeting 
behind closed doors and then stated that the suit had been withdrawn 
but would be refiled with different legal counsel. 



Discussion with Dylan 
Woods of Coaty 
Marchant Woods, P .C. 

Director Hanagan Closed public comment at 6: 16 pm. 

Director Morgan welcomed Mr. Woods to the meeting. She noted that 
Mr. Woods had already been receiving emails from constituents that 
have come across Director Morgan's desk. 

Mr. Woods clarified that he would not be delving into the context of 
the emails unless directed otherwise. He clarified that because the 
individual was not a director or staff of the District, he will not 
unnecessarily bill hours to the District. 

Mr. Woods explained that he would like a copy of the Service Plan. He 
further clarified that minutes should be approved at the next regular 
meeting. He acknowledged that the meeting minutes that have not been 
posted are likely a bit overdue. 

Director Plotkin stated that in the past a scribe or note taker has taken 
the minutes that were then reviewed by legal counsel and asked Mr. 
Woods if that was allowable. 

Mr. Woods stated that this would be acceptable ifrequested by the 
Board. 

Mr. Plotkin mentioned that he used to be involved in the meeting 
minutes and further recalled that due to the hostile nature of the 
meetings. He felt as though the meetings were not being accurately 
portrayed based upon the contention of the previous meetings. He 
further clarified that CCG had been obtained to take meeting minutes 
and catch up on the minutes that had not been taken. 

Mr. Woods stated this was acceptable. 

Director Baker acknowledged that it is not possible for the notetaker to 
capture every word that was said in a meeting. He desired clear concise 
meeting minutes moving forward. 

Mr. Woods described that minutes would be somewhere between the 
transcript and the agenda in level of detail. 

Director Morgan stated that she would like to move towards simpler 
meeting minutes that note general discussion and motions/actions 
taken. 

Director Plotkin requested that Mr. Woods review a few of the 
previous meetings to determine if the Roberts Rules of Order were 
followed. 



Mr. Woods described that it is the Districts job to protect First 
Amendment rights but also should not allow the public comment to 
unduly delay or restrict the business of the District. 

Mr. Woods described that the five minutes allowed during the public 
comment period was reasonable. 

Director Plotkin asked about how a member of a public should be 
handled if they speak outside of the public comment period. 

Mr. Woods described that it would be within the Boards right to refuse 
hearing the comment and that if it gets persistent enough to call law 
enforcement. He clarified as an interim step that a Director could make 
a motion to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Woods described some of the 
positives and negatives of having public comment at the beginning or 
end. He further solidified that the Board is not required to hear public 
comment on each agenda item. 

Mr. Plotkin asked about a quorum. He wanted to know if2 people 
could discuss business outside a meeting. 

Mr. Woods said that two members could meet and discuss business or 
draft a document for Board consideration. He further discussed 
scenarios by which a meeting of less than a quorum of the Board could 
be very handy to reduce meeting times and allow each member to focus 
on specific tabs. 

Director Hanagan asked if it is possible for the Board to pass 
documents between one another for comment without a meeting. 

Mr. Woods stated that generally this would be acceptable so long as 
that each person is reviewing the document in their own capacity and 
does not purposefully disallow certain directors from participating. 

Mr. Woods said that GoogleDocs would work so long as there was a 
single point of contact (non- Director) that was receiving the changes 
and that they were not sent out to all members of the Board. 

Director Plotkin described the importance of lead time for document 
review to help to reduce tension of the Board and asked if draft 
documents should be shared with the public. 

Mr. Woods stated that this can jeopardize attorney client privilege. 



Director Hanagan asked if it was allowable for a director to talk with 
another director about how they plan to vote. 

Mr. Woods clarified the Sunshine Act and expressed that there is 
nothing illegal about informing yourself about the way a director will 
vote. So long as there is discussion had at an open meeting about how 
each Director arrived at their decision to vote the way that the did. 

Director Plotkin described the process by which the Board will review 
documents and his expectation that the Board come prepared to 
discuss. 

Mr. Woods felt this was reasonable and that so long as it was not being 
used as a way of hiding information but instead to create efficiencies it 
would be just fine. 

Director Morgan asked if legal counsel could review documents along 
with comments or concerns prior to a meeting to gain clarity about 
comments and concerns. 

Mr. Woods stated that he would be grateful for the lead time to review 
and draft documents that were to be discussed or action taken at a 
meeting. 

Director Morgan asked about the process of a Resolution being 
considered and edited. 

Mr. Woods clarified that certain resolutions do need to be posted in 
advance of a meeting based upon State Statute. Otherwise, a resolution 
can be amended by way of a motion and majority vote. 

Director Plotkin asked if Board packets for a meeting were required to 
be shared publicly in advance of a meeting. 

Mr. Woods stated that unless the Board has committed itself to posting 
the Board Packet along with the agenda it is not required. Mr. Woods 
further described that there is a large risk in terms of attorney client 
privilege and distribution of all the meeting packet materials. He 
described that the Board packet after the meeting would become public 
record. 

Mr. Plotkin asked about how an executive session recording could be 
released to the public. 

Mr. Woods clarified that if it was in the best interest of the District to 
release the recording he would request the Board to vote on the matter. 



a. In person meetings

b. Point of contact 

d. Agenda process for 
legal items 

Director Morgan said that she did not believe that Mr. Woods needs to 
attend every meeting in person but does feel that he should be at each 
meeting 

Mr. Woods said that his preference was in person but may utilize zoom 
on occasion. 

Director Morgan asked the Board if  it was okay if  Mr. Kropkowski be 
the point of contact for the Mr. Woods. 

RHONDA PETERS JOINED THE MEETING AT 7:31 PM 

Director Plotkin described that it might be best for the Board to 
communicate with Mr. Woods in writing when practical. 

Director Morgan asked about a standing agenda item involving 
ongoing litigation. 

Mr. Woods stated that he would always prefer to have a legal line item 
on the agenda. It is a great opportunity to discuss on-going legal items 
of the District. 

Director Morgan asked if  he would supply a written report in advance 
of each meeting. 

Mr. Woods stated that a written memo is not his preference but that he 
would use his discretion as necessary. 

Director Morgan asked how Mr, Woods would like to handle the 
ongoing litigation and if  it made sense to have Ms. Timmons attend 
future meetings to discuss. 

Director Baker requested that there be a placeholder kept for Big Sky 
litigation. 

Director Hanagan noted that an appeal was filed and it is likely that a 
discussion will be had at the next meeting. 

Director Baker requested that there be a line item included on each 
District to discuss and that Ms. Timmons be advised in advance of her 
needed attendance. 

Mr. Kropkowski noted that historically this line item been held at the 
end of the meeting. 



e. Roberts Rules

f. Advise versus
assertion

Director Morgan asked about the need for a standing executive session 
on the agenda. 

Mr. Woods stated that it should only be listed if there is a specific 
reason for the session in advance of the meeting. He further stated that 
in the chance that there is an emergency that occurs at a meeting which 
might need an executive session. Mr. Woods stated that this would be 
acceptable given extenuating circumstances. 

Director Hanagan asked about rules regarding Robert's Rules of Order 
and asked a clarifying question if a Board member abstains from voting 
if they are required to state the reason. 

Director Baker expressed concern that abstention has seemed to 
become a bit more common than in the past. 

Mr. Woods stated that he was not extremely clear on the Roberts rules 
as they relate to abstention from votes. He furthermore stated that if a 
Director is abstaining because they are distracted or uninformed that 
would be a breach of Director duties. He further stated that he would 
advise Board members not to abstain. 

Director Hanagan researched Robert's rules. She described her findings 
that if the abstention created an adverse effect on the District it could 
become an ongoing issue. 

Director Plotkin described a situation that would allow him to make a 
motion that removed a portion of the consideration and still vote by 
excluding the item or items in question. 

Director Baker described that in the past they have viewed ratification 
of claims as an all or nothing. 

Mr. Woods explained that if there is a problem with an item on an 
invoice to please contact him directly. There will be times that there are 
hours billed to the District that allow him to remain competent. 

Director Morgan asked Mr. Woods about how to ask for advice from 
counsel. 

Mr. Woods said that the Board could ask for advice at any time. 

Director Morgan asked if there was a need for a vote to delineate the 
responsibilities of previous counsel vs. Mr. Woods as general counsel. 



g. Motion for
delegation of legal 
responsibilities

h. Process for transfer
of responsibility

i. Recall - process of
working with
contractual DEO 

a. CORAs

Mr. Woods stated that he needs to be a part of the Big Sky case to 
ensure he is able to act competently in the interest of the District as 
general counsel. 

The Board generally discussed the differences between the Big Sky 
litigation as well as the open meeting law lawsuit. 

Director Morgan MOVED to delineate responsibilities between legal 
counsel Ms. Timmons only for the Big Sky litigation and Mr. Woods 
for general counsel. Director Baker seconded, upon vote, Hanagan and 
Peters dissented the motion passed 3-2. 

The Board generally discussed the ongoing relationship with Ms. 
Timmins. 

Mr. Woods asked about the legal agreement with Ms. Timmons as 
general counsel. He mentioned that this agreement would delineate her 
responsibility to the District. 

Director Morgan and Director Baker asked Mr. Woods what the next 
steps were to delineate the responsibility of each counsel. 

Mr. Woods discussed that he would write a memo to Ms. Timmons 
introducing himself and notifying her of the Board action limiting the 
terms of her contractual relationship with the district. 

Director Peters brought up the Ravine Bridge possible litigation. 

The Board discussed the need for Mr. Woods to familiarize himself 
with the different versions of the bylaws of the District. 

Director Hanagan stated that Mr. Kropkowski corresponded with Ms. 
Blair regarding the recall election. 

Mr. Woods explained that as the DEO election items are in her hands. 

Director Plotkin asked about how work product between Board 
members are protected under CORA. 

Mr. Woods clarified that if a CORA request comes in that might be 
questionable as it relates to work product that he contact Mr. Woods. 
He advised that anything should be produced unless it is expressly 
protected by the Public Records Act. 

Director Morgan asked Mr. Woods to review the CORA Resolution 
that was approved by the Board. 



b. Ravine Bridge

c. Resolution process

Mr. Woods confirmed that he would review the CORA policy as 
adopted by the Board. 

Director Peters asked if the policy could be amended to include legal 
expenses. She explained there was history and background on the 
Ravine Bridge issue. The District has a sewer pipe attached to the 
City's bridge and that due to the lack of storm water maintenance at the 
ravine by the City of Lakewood, it has put the District's sewer pipe at 
risk. She further explained that the City of Lakewood erroneously 
stated that the District owned the Bridge. She would like to have the 
discussions picked up and a sense of urgency acknowledged. 

Director Peters stated that the District and residents are paying 
substantial money to stormwater improvements and that a request was 
made to the City of Lakewood to produce a list of improvements made 
but that a list was not produced by the City. She clarified that the "to 
do" was to continue the discussion with the City. 

Director Morgan stated that there might not be time at the next Regular 
meeting to discuss the Ravine Bridge issue. 

Director Baker explained that the stormwater and ownership are clearly 
delineated to be the City of Lakewood. He would like to see Mr. 
Woods to familiarize himself with the issues to help guide the District 
to protect the sewer line investment. 

The Board generally would like to have to Board discuss the Ravine 
Bridge at the next Regular Meeting of the Board. 

Director Plotkin described that they have been unable to complete the 
analysis of system development fee. He asked Mr. Woods how they 
would go about passing a resolution associated with this request. 

Director Baker added details involving the urgency of the issue and the 
inflationary pressures that involve the District. 

Director Baker and Director Plotkin noted that no adjustments to the 
fees have been made for an extended period of time. 

Mr. Kropkowski stated they have not been increased since 2004 and 
that they were increased based on CPI in the surrounding area. He 
stated that current inflation is 5.1 %. 

Director Baker and Plotkin stated that they are leaving money on the 
table by not adjusting the fees. 



Other Matters 

Adjourn: 

Director Morgan asked for an RFP to be included on the next agenda to 
complete the analysis. 

Director Baker concluded that he would like to see a formula put in 
place that will continue to protect the District financially based on 
construction costs and inflation. 

Mr. Carlson raised the question given discussion previously by the 
Board regarding meeting minutes. He further stated that his office has 
been working since May 25 th to cover and reconstruct meetings back to 
March 9th of 2021. The time and expense associated with providing 
intimate detail of the transcripts as requested was beginning to add up 
to an exorbitant amount of money. 

Mr. Carlson recalled conversations of the Board earlier in the meeting 
that requested paired down meeting minutes. 

Mr. Plotkin noted that this was how the meetings had been historically 
until approximately the start of 2020. He noted that as of 2018 the 
Board had been recording the meetings and asked Mr. Woods if the 
recording could be a nice supplement to the minutes. 

Mr. Woods described that the recording and/or transcript would be an 
acceptable compliment to the written minutes. 

Mr. Carlson asked the clarify the desires of the Board. He clarified the 
challenges associated with delineating speakers in the recordings and 
transcripts had resulted in immense time spent by CCG to recount all 
discussions had by the Directors. Mr. Carlson asked Mr. Woods if it 
would be appropriate for the Board to make a motion to pair the 
minutes down to the topic of which the Board member or member of 
the public was speaking about but not produce a verbatim recollection 
of the statements made. 

Following affirmations of multiple Board members regarding their 
desires of minutes. 

Plotkin MOVED for minutes to be a summary general conversation 
points and decisions made by the Board. Director Baker seconded the 
Motion. The Motion passed by unanimous consent. 

Director Hanagan moved to adjourn the meeting. Director Baker 
seconded the Motion. The Motion passed by unanimous consent, and 
the meeting was adjourned at 8:53 p.m. 



organ, Treasurer Alex A. Pl kin, Secretary 

Rhonda Peters, Director 


